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Abstract
Currently, immense quantities of data cannot be managed by traditional database
management systems. Instead, they must be managed by big data solutions using
shared nothing architectures. Data warehouse systems are systems that address very
large amounts of information. The most prominent data warehouse model is star
schema, which consists of a fact table and some number of dimension tables. It is necessary to join the facts and dimensions for query executions on the data warehouse.
In shared nothing architecture, all of the required information is not placed on a single
node so it is necessary to retrieve information from other nodes, which causes network
congestion and low speeds of query execution. To avoid this problem and achieve
maximum parallelism, dimensions can be replicated over nodes if they are not too
large. However, if there are dimensions with data volumes greater than the capacity
of a node or dimensions where the data volume summation exceeds node capacity,
the query execution is confronted with serious problems. In big data problems, the
amount of data is immense, and thus replicating immense data cannot be considered
an appropriate method. In this paper, we propose a method called Chabok, which
uses two-phased Map-Reduce to solve the data warehouse problem. In this method,
aggregation is performed completely on Mappers, and intermediate results are sent to
the Reducer. Chabok does not need data replication for join omission. The proposed
method was implemented on Hadoop, and TPC-DS queries were executed for benchmarking. The query execution time on Chabok surpassed prominent big data products
for data warehousing.
Keywords: Big data, MapReduce, Data warehouse, Data locality

Introduction
Existing information is a valuable asset for many different types of organizations.
Storing and analysing information can solve many problems within an organization
[1]. The results from data analyses help organizations make correct decisions and provide better services for customers. Thus, high speed storage and retrieval of large volumes of data generated by electronic devices and software systems are critical issues
[2–4]. Many organizations consider big data solutions because they cannot manage
their data with traditional database management systems [5]; therefore, they must
seek drastic measures for the design and implementation of new systems according
to big data architectures. These organizations must change their architectures from
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single-node to multi-node platforms. This transformation is not easy and requires a
paradigm shift for data placement on different nodes [6–8].
Data warehousing is one of first and most important systems to accomplish these
sophisticated changes. Because they contain the historical data of an organization,
data warehouses hold large amounts of information in comparison with other systems
[9, 10]. Legacy data warehouses used a single node but, due to increasing data volume and the need for high-speed query processing, shared memory and disk architectures were used. In this architecture, hardware nodes use common memory for
data storage. However, this type of architecture cannot solve the query speed problem
because using common memory to store data forms a bottleneck. The only remaining architecture is shared nothing architecture in which information is divided across
various nodes. One of the prominent methods used in shared nothing architectures is
Map-Reduce [11]. In Map-Reduce, a map function is executed on each node and then
a reduce function on Reducer nodes collects intermediate Mapper results and generates the final results.
Map-Reduce is useful for data warehouse problems. Information is allocated to
each Mapper and a query is then executed. In the next phase, the Reducer aggregates
the results of each Mapper and creates the final results. However, using shared nothing architecture creates a new problem: the absence of data required for processing,
or in other words, each node requires other nodes to execute its query. This problem
is called a data locality problem, and the need to wait for other node data also causes
network congestion.
The main components of data warehouse are fact, measures and dimensions. “Facts
represent atomic information elements in a multi-dimensional database. A fact consists of quantifying values stored in measures and a qualifying context which is determined through (terminal) dimension levels. Each dimension level contains a set of
instances or elements” [12]. “A distributive measure is a measure (i.e., function) that
can be computed for a given data set by partitioning the data into smaller subsets,
computing the measure for each subset, and then merging the results in order to
arrive at the measure’s value for the original (entire) data set” [13].
The star schema data warehouse includes a fact table and some number of dimensions. The fact table has much larger data records than the dimension tables. To fragment and allocate data warehouse information over nodes, different methods have
been proposed. Some methods try to accelerate query execution by putting some
metadata in each node. These methods improve query execution time but the need
to exchange data among nodes remains. Other types of methods try to replicate and
collocate data in order to achieve node independence. However, in big data problems,
these methods make the volume of big data balloon, which is unacceptable for already
immense amounts of data.
In this paper, we propose a method called Chabok that not only solves the data locality
problem completely but solves network congestion problems as well. In Chabok, a twophased Map-Reduce method is used for data warehouse problems with big data. Chabok
is used for star-schema data warehouses and can compute distributive measures. This
method can also be applied to big dimensions, which are dimensions where data volume
is greater than the volume of a node.
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Related works
In this section, we investigate related works that try to solve Map-Reduce problems
related to the data warehouse. Hadoop++ [14] creates an index called Trojan. This
method uses data collocation and co-partitioning to support the join operator, and join
execution is done on the Mappers. Hail is another method with a shorter index length
than Hadoop ++. CoHadoop [15] intentionally collocates data on the nodes. Using
this method, related data are placed together, and a data structure called the Locator
is added to the HDFS (Hadoop file system). Using this method, Map-side join without
data shuffling is possible. Llama [16] uses a columnar file (CFile) and is implemented on
the HDFS. Queries in this method are only extracted from related CFiles, and it is not
necessary to scan all files. Osprey [17] fragments table data between nodes, and each
fragmentation is allocated to a node. Queries are divided into sub-queries and executed
simultaneously on each node. GridBatch [18] is the same as CoHadoop, but colocation
occurs at the file system layer. Arvand [19] is a method that integrate multi-dimensional
data sources into big data analytic structure like Hadoop. NoAM [20] is an abstract
model for NoSQl databases that extracts commonalities of various NoSQL systems. In
[21], a method is proposed that transfers legacy data warehouses to Hive [22]. In [23],
data from legacy data warehouses are transferred to Hive by a rule-based method. In
[24], three physical data warehouse designs were investigated to analyse the impact of
attribute distribution among column-families in HBase based on OLAP query performance. The authors conclude that OLAP query performance in HBase can be improved
by using a distinct set of attribute distributions among column-families. In [25], three
types of transformation are covered. In the first method, dimensions and measures are
directly transferred to NOSQL (one table for each fact and dimension). In the second
method, one table is transferred. Facts and dimension information are merged in that
table. The last method is similar to the second method but with one difference: it uses a
column family instead of a simple attribute.
In addition to the columnar format, Cheetah [26] uses compression methods. RCFile
[27] uses horizontal and vertical partitioning. First, the data are partitioned horizontally,
and each section is partitioned vertically. CIF [28] is a binary columnar method that first
divides data horizontally, creates a directory for each partition and then creates a subdirectory for each column. A metadata file keeps directory information. MRShare [29]
divides a job into queries and creates the provision that the previous execution results
can be used if it is necessary to re-execute a query. ReStore [30] is a method that stores
intermediate results for future calculations. In HadoopDB [31], a DBMS (Database management system) is installed on each node. Hadoop manages coordination among nodes.
Using this method, it is possible to use DBMS features for local nodes. SAM [32] is a
method that creates communication between Mapper nodes to decrease the query execution time. ScaDiPasi [33] uses a unified data format to create a data warehouse on
information of patients. Clydesdale [34] is a method used for structured data that uses
a star schema model to improve query execution. AQUA[35] is a query optimizer that
manages intermediate results. AQUA uses a two-phased method to execute queries.
In the first step, queries are divided into groups that can be executed together, and the
results of each group are combined in the second phase. YSmart [36] is a method for
converting SQL (Structured query language) into Map-Reduce jobs in which related
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data are processed in a job. By using this method, the total number of jobs are decreased.
In the Rope [37] method, job optimization is done by gathering statistical data about
the job. These data are applied on the same job or similar jobs. BlinkDB [38] is designed
for interactive query processing on immense data. The Flink [39] method is designed
primarily for stream processing. It generalizes batch processing using Dataset API. Flink
supports various concepts in time-based windows such as event-based processing, timebased processing, and row count-based processing. Aras [40], Atrak [41] and Hengam
[42] use data unification and in-Memory database to achieve higher performance on
data warehouse query execution.
Some methods use In-Memory techniques to decrease the Map-Reduce job execution
time. PowerDrill [43], Shark [44], Spark and M3R [45] are prominent methods. PowerDrill is a column-based method. Shark and Spark [46] use In-memory data sets called
RDD. In the case of RDD corruption, each RDD can rebuild itself by using existing data
from a previous RDD. The M3R method improves Hadoop performance by omitting
portions such as Heart beat or Job Tracker.
All these methods attempted to provide data locality, but none can claim to provide
data locality completely. Each method tries to support data locality by changing different
parts of the Map-Reduce method and improving data retrieval time. The method proposed in this paper has the following advantages in comparison with existing methods:
• Complete data locality
• Network congestion omission
• Data replication and collocation omission.

Methods
Problem definition

In this section, the proposed method that uses MapReduce to solve data warehouse
problem is investigated. As it was explained in Related works section, there are many
proposed methods to solve data warehouse problem for big data. But the biggest problem in all of them is data locality which is the absence of data required for processing on
the same node. In the proposed method data locality problem is covered successfully
and it is the main value in comparison with other prominent methods. The proposed
method uses data locality to decrease query execution time, decrease network congestion and perfect use of node process power. This method can be used for data warehouses with star-schema model and distributive measures.
Chabok

In this section, we describe Chabok, our proposed method to solve the data warehouse problem with big data. The proposed method is useful for star-schema data
warehouses. It can execute distributive measure functions on the data warehouse.
First data from star schema must be transferred to Chabok architecture. The Chabok
method uses a two-phase Map-Reduce for distributed data warehouses. Figure 1
depicts the Chabok architecture.
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Fig. 1 Chabok architecture

The following flow-charts shows data transformation process for fact table and
dimensions.
In Fig. 2 transformation, Fact fragmentation in the proposed method is a horizontal
fragmentation. If there are homogeneous nodes, the same number of records is allocated to each FactMapper node. In this paper, FactMapper and DimensionMapper
nodes are homogeneous.
In Fig. 3 transformation, dimension information is fragmented on one or more
nodes according to its volume. Some dimensions may have small volumes, and thus it
is possible to store more than one dimension on a node. This part of the architecture
solves the big dimension problem that exists when large dimensions cannot be allocated to one node.
The proposed method uses two-phased Map-Reduce to solve the data warehouse
problem. The first phase contains Fact table data and second phase contains dimensions data. The first MapReduce executes distributed measure functions on Mapper
data. The results are aggregated on the Reducer node. If the conditions on Fact data
are required, these conditions are applied on the Mapper. If the conditions on the
results of distributed measure functions are required, these conditions are applied on
the Reducer. To execute an input query on Chabok architecture nodes, it is necessary
to have a query language. This intermediate language specifies which different conditions that are defined by users must be applied on which layers. We call this query
language MHBQL. MHBQL consists of five parts:
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Fig. 2 Data transformation process for fact table

• Selected dimensions
{Dimension1.Attribute1, Dimension2.Attribute1, …, Dimensionn.Attributem}
• Distributive measures
{[Distributive measure1, measure1],[Distributive measure1, measure2],…,[Distributive
measuren, measurem]}
• Conditions on dimensions
{[Dimension1.Attribute1,operator, value], [Dimension2.Attribute1,operator, value],…,
[Dimensionn.Attributem, operator, value]}
• Conditions on measures
{[measure1, operator1, value1], [measure2, operator2, value2],…, [measuren, operatorn,
valuen]}
• Conditions on distributive measures
{[Distributive measure1 (measure1), operator1, value1], [Distributive measure2 (measure2), operator2, value2],…,
[Distributive measuren (measuren), operatorn, valuen]}
For the And operator, “^” is used. For the Or operator, “|”is used. For priority, “/”
and “\” are used.
The first four parts of MHBQL are used for FactMappers and the fifth part is used
for FactReducer. Following flow-chart shows query execution process.
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Fig. 3 Data transformation process for dimensions

Following code shows Map(FactMapper) function.

Following code shows Reduce(FactReducer) function.
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The Second phase MapReduce is for dimensions data retrieval. In the Mapper phase
each key is sent to its related Dimension node and requested data from each dimension
is retrieved by join function. Following code shows Dimension Mapper function.

In DimensionReducer phase the results from each DimensionMapper are placed
together to generate the final results. Following code shows Dimension Reducer function.

Formal definitions

In this section, notations that are used in this paper are defined.Ω is used to show the
dimensions set. Each dimension set has members, which are shown by ω.

Ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωk }
Each dimension has a Key and some attributes, which are shown by ψKey and ψi,
respectively.


ωm = ψKey , ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψn
The measure set is shown by Θ, and each member is shown by θi.


Θ = θ1, θ2, . . . , θp
Distributive measures are shown by Ζ, and each member is shown by ζi.

Z = {ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζq }
A Fact table is defined as including measures (θi), dimension keys (ωi → ψKey) and a fact
table key (ξ).
ϝ = {θ1 , θ2 , …, θr , ω1 →  ψKey, ω2 →  ψKey, …, ωs →  ψKey, ξ}
We define Λ as the operators set, α as a set with numeric and string values and β as a
set with numeric values only.

Λ = {=, >, <, ≤, ≥, � =}


α = string and numeric values


β = numeric values
In the proposed method, there are two Map-Reduce phases: Fact Map-Reduce and
Dimensions Map-Reduce. FactMappers and FactReducer are defined as μ and η,
respectively.
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M = {µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µu , η}
DimensionMappers and DimensionReducer are defined as δ and γ, respectively.

N = {δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δv , γ}
The fragmentation and allocation function is applied to the fact table, which allocates
Fact rows to FactMappers (μ) according to the Fact key (ξ).
Ψ(ϝ, ξStart, ξEnd, μw)
The fragmentation and allocation function is applied to the dimension table, which
allocates Dimension rows to DimensionMappers (δ) according to the Dimension key (ψ).

Φ (ωx, δy, ψStartKey , ψEndKey )
The user input query (Π) includes selected dimensions and distributive measures. The
input query can have conditions on dimensions (Ϣ), measures (Γ) and distributed measures (ϛ).
Π(Ω, Z(Θ), Ϣ(Λ, α)(Ω),Γ(Λ, β) (Θ), ϛ(Λ, β) (Ζ(Θ))
FactMapper The map function of FactMapper uses the first four parts of MHBQL that
are translated as a comprehensible query to FactMapper. The map function executes on
each FactMapper. Because the input query on all FactMappers is the same, the results of
the Mappers have the same format. The FactMapper function is shown as follows.
Ϡ (Ζ(Θ), Ϣ(Λ, α)(Ω), Γ(Λ, β)(Θ), δi)
This function has four parameters: distributive measures, conditions on measures, and
conditions on fact dimension fields as well as a final parameter specifies FactMapper.
Distributive measures are applied to fact measures. Conditions on measures are also
applied directly to fact measures. To apply conditions to dimensions, it is necessary to
first send conditions to each related dimension; the returned dimension keys are then
applied to the dimension fields of the fact table as conditions.
In the Chabok architecture, the information about mapping dimension fields of fact
table and dimension tables is stored in the MetaDimension. This table also saves information about the physical node, which stores dimension information. The MetaDimension is used to translate an MHBQL query into a comprehensible query for FactMapper
nodes.
FactReducer In this section, the intermediate results that are produced by FactMappers
are used as input for a FactReducer. The FactReducer aggregates the first phase intermediate results and produces the second phase intermediate results, which are made of
dimension keys and aggregated measures.
To achieve higher computational speed, Chabok stores intermediate results in the RAM
memory. We call this distributed intermediate in memory data sets Medatum. Each
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FactMapper creates a Medatum and these Medatums are sent to FactReducer. The FactReducer aggregate Medatums and creates a new Medatum. The FactReducer (Ϯ) function is shown by the following.
Ϯ(Ζ(Θη), ϛ(Λ, β)(Ζ(Θη)), η)
The FactReducer function has three parameters: distributed measures, conditions
on result-distributed measures and the FactReducer node. Distributive measures are
applied to FactMapper Medatums, and the final results are generated. If there are conditions on the fifth part of the input MHBQL, these conditions are applied in this section
to the results of the distributive measures.
DimensionMapper As mentioned before, the generated Medatum from a FactReducer consists of dimension keys and the results of applying distributive measures to
Fact measures. In the DimensionMapper phase, each dimension key is sent to its related
DimensionMapper according to MetaDimension information. Then, due to the first part
of MHBQL, other necessary data from each dimension is extracted. An illustrated operation is shown as follows.
⋈((ωi → ψKey)η, δ1, δ2,…, δv)
In the proposed method, information retrieval from dimension nodes can be achieved
simultaneously. This can reduce data retrieval time for big dimensions that are distributed among multiple nodes.
DimensionReducer In this part, Medatums that are generated by DimensionMappers
are combined with the FactReducer on dimension keys to produce the final results. The
FactReducer Medatum contains items that are defined in the first and second parts of
the input MHBQL. DimensionReducer operation is shown as follows.

(Θη , Ωη , γ )
Replication To achieve replication in the proposed method, FactMappers and DimensionMappers must be replicated. In other words, if a Replica-Factor of three is required,
it is necessary to copy each FactMapper and DimensionMapper node onto two other
nodes. In the MetaDimension table, replication nodes for each FactMapper and DimensionMapper are determined. It is necessary to note that this replication is for data
backup only and not for performance issues. The Replica-Factor can be set to one if data
redundancy is not necessary.
Case study

For example, consider a bank data warehouse that has star-schema model and is built on
the transactions of an EFT1 switch. The properties of the data warehouse are as Table 1.

1

Electronic fund transfer.
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Table 1 Properties of the data warehouse
Count
Transactions (20 years)

584,000,000,000

Data size (TB)
100

Customers

44,215,886

5

Issued cards

201,441,762

2

Accounts

145,258,359

8

Fig. 4 EFT-Switch star-schema model

The star schema model is as Fig. 4.
According to Fig. 4 to retrieve data for most of the queries, it is required to join
Transaction, Account, Customer and Card. These entities are distributed over different nodes. To join these entities it is necessary to join different parts of data on different nodes by using network connections. In prevalent methods, join process make
query execution very slow. But in Chabok method, and using Fig. 5 architecture query
on different nodes can be executed independently.
Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 show data structures. Input query:
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Fig. 5 Chabok case study

Table 2 Transaction
Transaction
Transaction_ID
Date
Time
Amount
Transaction_Type
Account_ID
Card_Number
Customer_Number
City ID

Table 3 City
City
City_ID
City
Province

Table 4 Transaction_Type
Transaction_Type
Transaction_Type ID
Transaction_Type_Name
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Table 5 Account
Account
Account number
Open date
Account type
Branch
…

Table 6 Card
Card
Card_Number
Expire date
Card_Type
Branch
…

Table 7 Customer
Customer
Customer_Number
Name
Family
Address
Sex
Job
…

Table 8 Date
Date
Date
Day
Month
Year

Table 9 Time
Date
Time ID
Hour
Minute
Second

(2018) 5:40
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The equal MHBQL is as follow.

First following query is executed on each Fact Mapper.

The results with the same format (Medatum) are aggregated on the Fact reducer. Then
the conditions on the distributive measures are applied.

Dimension mapper is the next step. Account_ID, Card_Number, Customer_Number
and Date are joined with related dimensions to extract related information.

The last step is to merge DimensionMappers Medatums to create the final results.

Results
In this section, the Chabok method is evaluated and compared with important opensource data warehouse products.
Experiment setup
Experimental platform

Hadoop is used for Chabok implementation and Fig. 6 shows how Hadoop is used to
implement Chabok.
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Fig. 6 Query execution process

As depicted in Fig. 7, there are three parts in the Namenode. The first part is the
MHBQL parser, which translates input query to a comprehensible query for nodes. The
second part is the MetaDimension, which stores information about the mapping fields
between Fact and Dimensions. The address of the Datanode storing dimension information is also kept in the MetaDimension. The last part, added to the Hadoop Namenode,
is the MetaNode, which stores information about the type of each Datanode. There are
four types of datanodes: FactMapper, FactReducer, DimensionMapper and DimensionReducer. If the replication nodes are defined for the DimensionMappers and FactMappers, the address of replicated nodes are saved in the ReplicationNodes section.
Experiment settings

A database management system is used on each Datanode to store data. Hadoop
is used as a coordinator among nodes. Ubuntu (http://www.ubuntu.com/download/
server) is installed as the operating system on each node. Redis(http://redis.io/) is
installed on FactReducer, DimensionReducer and Namenode nodes with disk persistent = AOF to store Medatums. In addition, PostgreSQL (http://www.postgresql.org/
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Fig. 7 Chabok implementation by Hadoop

download/linux/ubuntu/) is used to store Fact and Dimension data on FactMapper
and DimensionMapper nodes.
In this section, 50 nodes were used with the specifications shown in Table 10.
To evaluate the Chabok method, we compared the data retrieval times of Hive
2.0.1 (https://hive.apache.org/downloads.html) and SparkSQL (http://spark .apach
e.org/) on Hadoop 2.7.3 (http://hadoop.apache.org/). Hadoop and Spark configurations are shown in Tables 11, 12, respectively.

Table 10 Node specifications
HDD

4 TB

RAM

64 GB

CPU

Dual core 3.6 GHz

Table 11 Hadoop configuration
dfs.replication

3

mapred.map.tasks

49

mapred.reduce.tasks

1

Table 12 Spark configuration
SPARK_WORKER_CORES

49
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Benchmarks

For evaluation, ten TPC-DS 2.1.0 (http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/) queries were used.
The proposed method is evaluated on the TPC-DS dataset. “The TPC Benchmark
DS (TPC-DS) is a decision support benchmark that models several generally applicable aspects of a decision support system, including queries and data maintenance.
The benchmark provides a representative evaluation of performance as a general
purpose decision support system. A benchmark result measures query response time
in single user mode, query throughput in multi user mode and data maintenance
performance for a given hardware, operating system, and data processing system
configuration under a controlled, complex, multi-user decision support workload.
The purpose of TPC benchmarks is to provide relevant, objective performance data
to industry users. TPC-DS Version 2 enables emerging technologies, such as Big
Data systems, to execute the benchmark” (www.tpc.org/tpcds). The scale factor was
equal to 100 TB and SF = 100,000. Figures 8, 9 show the ER-Diagrams.

Fig. 8 Store sales diagram

Fig. 9 Web sales diagram
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Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 show the table structures.
The used queries are shown in Table 13.

Fig. 10 Store_sales

Fig. 11 web_sales

Fig. 12 Items

Fig. 13 Customer_Demographics
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Table 13 Node specifications
Query 8

Compute the net profit of stores located in 400 Metropolitan areas with more than 10 preferred
customers
Qualification substitution parameters
□ ZIP.01 = 24128 ZIP.81 = 57834 ZIP.161 = 13354 ZIP.241 = 15734 ZIP.321 = 78668
□ ZIP.02 = 76232 ZIP.82 = 62878 ZIP.162 = 45375 ZIP.242 = 63435 ZIP.322 = 22245
□ ZIP.03 = 65084 ZIP.83 = 49130 ZIP.163 = 40558 ZIP.243 = 25733 ZIP.323 = 15798
…

Query 19

Select the top revenue generating products bought by out of zip code customers for a given year,
month and manager. Qualification substitution parameters
□ MANAGER.01 = 8
□ MONTH.01 = 11
□ YEAR.01 = 1998

Query 38

Query 41

Query 42

Query 45

Query 51

Query 55

Query 82

Query 84

Display count of customers with purchases from all 3 channels in a given year
Qualification substitution parameters
□ DMS.01 = 1200

How many items do we carry with specific combinations of color, units, size and category
Qualification substitution parameters
□ MANUFACT.01 = 738
□ SIZE.01 = medium
□ SIZE.02 = extra large
□ SIZE.03 = N/A
□ SIZE.04 = small
□ SIZE.05 = petite
□ SIZE.06 = large
□ UNIT.01 = Ounce
□ UNIT.02 = Oz
□ UNIT.03 = Bunch
□ UNIT.04 = Ton
□ UNIT.05 = N/A
□ UNIT.06 = Dozen
…

For each item and a specific year and month calculate the sum of the extended sales price of store
transactions
Qualification substitution parameters
□ MONTH.01 = 11
□ YEAR.01 = 2000
Report the total web sales for customers in specific zip codes, cities, counties or states, or specific
items for a given year and quarter
Qualification substitution parameters
□ QOY.01 = 2
□ YEAR.01 = 2001
□ GBOBC = ca_city

Report the total of extended sales price for all items of a specific brand in a specific year and month
Qualification substitution parameters
□ MONTH.01 = 11
□ YEAR.01 = 2000
For a given year, month and store manager calculate the total store sales of any combination all
brands
Qualification Substitution Parameters
□ MANAGER.01 = 28
□ MONTH.01 = 11
□YEAR.01 = 1999

Find customers who tend to spend more money (net-paid) on-line than in stores
Qualification substitution parameters
MANUFACT_ID.01 = 129
MANUFACT_ID.02 = 270
MANUFACT_ID.03 = 821
MANUFACT_ID.04 = 423
INVDATE.01 = 2000-05-25
PRICE.01 = 62
List all customers living in a specified city, with an income between 2 values
Qualification substitution parameters
INCOME.01 = 38128
CITY.01 = Edgewood
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Table 13 (continued)
Query 98

Report on items sold in a given 30 day period, belonging to the specified category
Qualification substitution parameters
□ YEAR.01 = 1999
□ SDATE.01 = 1999-02-22
□ CATEGORY.01 = Sports
□ CATEGORY.02 = Books
□ CATEGORY.03 = Home

Results and analysis

This section discloses Query execution time, Query execution time, Load balancing,
Network congestion and Scalability.
Query execution time

Table 14 shows the comparison results of each method. This table shows query execution times in seconds.
Figure 14 shows the query execution times in seconds.
Chabok methods have better query execution times compared to other prevailing
methods. This is mainly due to complete data locality by the Mappers. In other words,
each node executes its process independently and without the need of other nodes.
The independent processing avoids network congestion since nodes do not need to
wait to receive data. Therefore, node processing inefficiencies due to not use of maximum memory capacity and processing power do not occur. In addition, because of

Table 14 TPC-DS query execution times comparison
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Q98
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SparkSQL

91

53

49

62
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62
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48

Chabok

21

18
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18
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Fig. 14 TPC-DS queries execution time comparison
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node independence, DBMS can be used on each node to decrease I/O and increase
query execution speed when in-memory databases are used. Query execution time is
decreased by using the Chabok method compared to evaluable, available and prevalent methods.
Load balancing

In this section, the load balancing of various methods is investigated. To calculate the
load balance, the length of time during which a processor has a CPU usage of over
eighty percent while other CPUs have CPU usages of under thirty percent is calculated. In this paper, this measure is called Balance_Factor. Using this definition, the
results in Table 15 were obtained.
As Fig. 15 shows, Chabok has the lowest Load balancing factor among nodes,
because for query execution it does not need other nodes data and each node can
complete its query execution independently.
Network congestion

In this section the average size of data packets that were exchanged between nodes
are calculated. Table 16 shows the results.

Table 15 Load balancing
Method

Balance_
Factor
(s)

Hive

1080

Spark-SQL

208

Chabok

22

1500
1000
500
0
Hive

Load balancing
Spark-SQL
Chabok

Fig. 15 Load balancing

Table 16 Network congestion
Method

Data size (MB)

Hive

2241

Spark-SQL

1855

Chabok

204
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Fig. 16 Network congestion

As Fig. 16 shows, Chabok has the lowest packet exchange among nodes, because
for query execution it does not need other nodes data and each node can complete
its query execution independently.

Scalability

In this section Chabok scalability is evaluated. Different data sizes(TPC-DS), various number of nodes and average of query (Table 14) execution time are investigated
and the results are depicted as Fig. 17. The results show that by adding more nodes
and scale out data over nodes less time is required for data processing.
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Fig. 17 Chabok scalability
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Conclusion
In this paper, a method called Chabok is proposed to manage a data warehouse for big
data. The proposed method can store a star schema data warehouse model and can
compute distributive measures. Hardware node independency enables higher speeds
of query execution, which omits joins and removes network congestion. When the proposed method was compared with Hive and Spark-SQL, it achieved a lower query execution time because of simultaneous and independent query execution on each node.
In the proposed method, there is no need for data replication or collocation for performance issues. This is very important for big data because replicating or collating big
data produces an immense volume of data that make problems more sophisticated and
difficult. Therefore, these kinds of solutions are not very useful. In Chabok, replication
is only used for maintenance and backup issues, not for performance issues, and thus,
replication is completely optional.
Finally, Chabok solves the big dimension problem, which arises when dimensions cannot fit on a single node because their volume of data exceeds that of the node. Using
Chabok, dimension data can be allocated to multiple nodes without concerns about replication and collocation.
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